
AMASENDA 
:: FROM THE AMAZON-ANDES::   

VOICE OF AMERIKUA 

BULLETIN # 6 from the Movement for the American Indigenous Solar cultures (M.A.I.S.) 

Dear Spiritual Friends, ¡PASH…   IN LAK´EH…! 
We are entering the Solstice Portal: summer for the Southern Hemisphere, with its longest day of the year,                  

and winter for the North with its longest night. When towns had clear nights and allowed them to contemplate the                    
stars and their messages. When the sky was the cosmic TV screen with its magical legends that illuminated the                   
hearts. When everyone danced around the sacred fire that animates all life and awakened ardent feelings and songs                  
of happiness.  

 
When children were educated by wise grandparents, who were laden with the spiritual heritage of their                 

traditions. When youth were initiated into life’s sacred mysteries and formed to serve their communities according                
to their trade and abilities. When government’s functions were exercised by all members of all ages, without parties,                  
but united. 

When the Great Spirit, that Great Mystery, made itself present from the light above, in nature, in                  
waterfalls, winds, forests and plains, in birds, ferocious animals and other expressions of intelligence, in stones and                 
crystals, with the wisest guiding their respectful subjects along with the voice of lightning and rain, Sun and Moon:                   
that great council of love-wisdom. 

 
Such Fire went out when dark winds came full of gunpowder, screams, ambitions, destructive hurricanes.               

Painful atonement, learning times of how not to live; always looking for the returning path, to restore the joy of                    
living in communion with the powers of heaven and earth, with its entities, with all the inhabitants of the Great                    
Earth House, under the protection of its motherly wings, leading us every year to dance in homage to the Great Light                     
that beautifies and brightens our days.  

 
Such noble and beautiful fire will burn again in homes, communities, and hearts, always in the center, as a                   

wise grandfather that is guiding people from the beginning of time, protecting, warming, lighting, preparing food                
and medicine, giving messages, teachings, encouragement. 

 
Winter nights for the North, providing hours of meditation, of reflection, in search of a vision, for everyone                  

to review their past and correct it; to harmonize their present, prepare their future by opening the mind to the wise                     
art of living harmoniously, magically. Summer days for the South with long working days to restore the true and                   
perennial culture, the one that in the past linked the Human Heart with Heaven’s heart and the Earth’s heart. All will                     
be restored again, all around the Axis of the World, without further dispersion, dissipation, separation,               
confrontation. Living intelligently, wisely, serenely, lucidly, happily, healthily, beautifully. The mind, from where good              
and evil spring, now en route on constructive paths of true peace that cascades from spiritual maturity. Return to                   
nature... to be... 

 
So be it!  Pash...  AL LAK'EN...! HAPPY SOLSTICE! 

 
Your Brother and Servant, D. Dias Porta 

 
From North Los Andes, 270  of  the Archer, Year 73 of Aquarius  
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THE POWER OF WORDS  

On one occasion, a wise master was lecturing an attentive auditorium giving valuable lessons about the sacred power 
of the word and its influence on our lives.   Suddenly he was interrupted by a man who said irately: 

Don't fool the people! Power is in the ideas, not in the word. We all know that words are carried away by the wind.                        
What you say has no value!  

The master listens carefully and when he finishes, he shouts to him loudly: Shut up, sit down and never talk to me like                       
that again! 

Right in front of the astonished people the alluded [person] filled with fury, shouted imprecations; when out of                  
control, the master told him: 

– Excuse me, sir, I have offended you and I apologize. Please accept my sincere apologies and know that I respect                     
your opinion, even if we disagree. 

The gentleman calms down and replies: I understand... I also present my apologies for my conduct. No problem, I                   
accept that the difference of opinions should not serve to fight but to look at other options.  

Smiling, the master says: Forgive me that it was this way, but thus we have seen, in the clearest way, the great power                       
of words. With a few, I angered you, and with a few more, I have calmed you. 

Let's reflect on this story together. Words aren't carried away by the wind. They leave their mark, they have power, 
and they influence our lives.  They heal or hurt, encourage or discourage, reconcile or confront, enlighten or 
overshadow, give life or death. With a few words, we can brighten someone up, or lead them to discouragement, 
anger, or despair. 

How much more do we need, to be conscious of the tremendous power of words! They shape our lives. Greek 
philosophers said that the word is divine; they praised discretion in what is said and how it is said. Think about it, 
watch your thoughts for they become words, and watch your words for they mark your destiny. 

You're wise if you know when to speak and when to be quiet. Think wisely before you speak; calm down and be quiet 
when you're irate  or resentful; speak only when you're at peace, for the wind never takes away what you say. Words 
enclose a totally transformative creative energy. 

May our words this Christmas be only to caress the hearts of those we love! 

 

ADVICE FROM GRANDMOTHER 

My grandmother once gave me a tip: 

In difficult times,  move forward in small steps. Do what you have to do, but little by little. 

Don't think about the future, or what may happen tomorrow. 

Wash the dishes. Remove the dust. Write a letter.  Make a soup. 

You see?   You are advancing step by step.   Take a step and stop.   Rest a little. Praise yourself.   Take another step, 
Then another. You won't notice, but your steps will grow more and more. 

And the time will come when you can think about the future without crying. (Elena Mikhalkova)  

 

 
  

AGHARTHA: THE UNDERGROUND KINGDOM OF ETERNAL SPRING. 
"I have already told you about the underground kingdom called Agartha, where a fantastic civilization has developed                 
for millennia. Hidden kingdom in communication with the surface by openings at the poles, in South America, in                  
Mongolia, in Tibet, and other lands; even in France, in the Pyrenees. Legends have been transmitted since ancient                  
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times - especially among the Nordic – about a country, beyond the polar ice, land where an eternal spring reigns.                    
According to a well-known tradition of Initiatic Science, the Northern Lights would be produced by extremely evolved                 
beings that inhabit these regions, and by a light coming from the earth’s center. Some have become aware of                   
Agartha's existence. There is even the film "Shangri-La", where the existence of the country of eternal youth was                  
questioned. Everywhere since ancient times there has been this tradition; people everywhere have had ideas about                
this kingdom of eternal happiness. It has been that underground kingdom, Agartha, that other cultures have called                 
the country of the Holy Grail, or Thule, the garden of Hesperides..."  (OMRAAM MIKHAEL AIVANHOV) 
 

THE IMPORTANCE OF SILENCE 
We, Natives of North America, know of silence. We fear it not. It's more powerful to us than words. Our elders were                      
educated in the way of silence, and they passed on such knowledge to us. Observe, listen, then act, they'd tell us.                     
That's how we live awake. 
 
Observe how the animals care for their young. Observe how the elders behave. Observe the white man to learn what                    
he wants. Always observe first, with a still heart and mind; then, you'll learn. Once you've observed enough, you'll be                    
able to act with no fear. 
 
It's the opposite with you. You learn by talking. You reward children who talk more at school. At parties, everyone                    
tries to talk. At work, there are always meetings where everyone interrupts everyone, and they talk five, ten, a                   
hundred times. And they call it "to solve a problem”. When they're in a room and there's silence, they get nervous.                     
They have to fill the space with sounds. So, they talk impulsively, even before they know what they're going to say. 
 
White people like to argue. They don't even allow the other to finish a sentence. They always interrupt. For Indians                    
this is disrespectful and even stupid. If you start talking, I won't interrupt you. I'm listening. Maybe I'll stop listening to                     
you if I don't like what you're saying. But I’ll not interrupt you. When you're done, I'll make my decision about what                      
you said, but I won't tell you I don't agree unless it's important. On the contrary, I'll keep quiet, and I’ll walk away. If                        
you've said what I need to know, there's nothing more to say. But that's not enough for most white people. 
 
People should think of their words as if they were seeds. They should be planted, and then allowed to grow in silence.                      
Our elders taught us that earth is always speaking to us, but we must remain silent to hear it. (Voice of the Red Indian                        
Way). 
 

"WE ARE THE ORIGINAL PEOPLE. IT WAS ALL OURS”. 
Ours were the mountain, the flowers, the fish, the fruits, and the merry birds... 
Ours were the sky, the rivers, the lagoons, the meek snails, and the dreaded tigers. 
Everything was ours... Until the white man’s greed began to rain upon our heads, and they started cutting off our                    
trees, killing our animals, and they began to plant tiles, asphalt on our mountain and in our hearts..."  Cesar Rosso 
 
 
"The great ancestors have said that time will come when all people will sit in a sacred circle sharing our spiritual                     
beliefs and knowledge. There will be no persecution of gender, creed, nationality, or skin color. All colors in the Circle                    
of Sacred Medicine will come together and have equality in that time of worldly love and peace. The First Nations                    
have had many visions of this blessed time and all who walk the right path will be the chosen ones, because only the                       
Great Spirit can look deep into the hearts of people and know who has love and who will be faithful to Mother Earth                       
and the Great Spirit that lives within all life. The ancestors’ Sacred Drums have begun to play; only those who can                     
hear this call will initiate this blessed time, for the storm can worsen and cause greater destruction so that humanity                    
finally has no choice but to live in harmony with the Mother, growing not only the physical matter but our soul. For                      
the Sacred Circle waits for every life to have equality for all who sit around it giving love and honor to the Great Spirit                        
sitting at the center." Ekosi 
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"ADVISE from MARIA SABINA, The  MEDICAL WOMAN of CONTEMPORARY MEXICO: 
Cure yourself my little girl, with sunlight and the rays of the moon. With the  sound of the river  and the 
waterfall. With the waves of the sea and the flutter of birds.  
Cure yourself my little girl with mint leaves and spearmint, with neem and eucalyptus. Sweeten yourself with 
lavender, rosemary, and chamomile. Embrace yourself with cocoa beans and a touch of cinnamon. Put love 
in your tea instead of sugar and drink it looking at the stars.  
Cure yourself my little girl, with the kisses given to you by the wind and the hugs of the rain.  
Get strong with your bare feet on the ground and everything that is born from it.  
Become smarter every day by heeding your intuition, by looking at the world with the tiny  eye of your 
forehead. Jump, dance, sing, so you can live happier. Cure yourself my little girl, with beautiful love, and 
always remember... you are the medicine." 
  
 
 Ven. Lama Thubten Wangchen HOW TO BE HAPPY IN DAY TO DAY BASES: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbDQc6P7kzs 
 
ABOUT EQUINOXES AND SOLSTICES:  

 
BEETHOVEN, EXAMPLE OF ARTIST AND A HERO:  

 https://www.facebook.com/elpais/videos/968425183536536 

HISTORY OF CASTELLANO LENGUAGE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5WohjvzKtg 
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